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OUR FOUNDING FEELINGS: EMOTION, COMMITMENT, AND IMAGINATION IN CONSTITUTIONAL CULTURE

Doni Gewirtzman *

I. INTRODUCTION

From the dawn of the American republic, constitutional law and theory have treated emotion as destructive to the creation and maintenance of constitutional commitments. If a constitution's purpose is to advance rule-of-law values like stability, consistency, and predictability over time and across generations,1 emotion—viewed as an unstable, inconsistent, and unpredictable force—threatens these values, thereby undermining the legitimacy and vitality of constitutional commitments and institutions. Thus, the argument goes, emotion should have as little to do with constitutional lawmaking and interpretation as possible.2

This dominant account of the relationship between emotion and constitutional law informed core features of American constitutional design and practice. The framers saw rationality and reason as essential elements of sound public decision making, and
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selected deliberative decision-making structures that maximized opportunities for legislators to explain and test their underlying reasoning. For example, Article I's bicameralism and presentment requirements, which mandate that proposed legislation gain approval from multiple decision makers representing vastly different constituencies, use the cold and slow realities of constitutional procedure to slow the hot impulse of emotion. The amendment process—a lengthy procedure that generally requires assent from supermajorities of federal and state representatives—was also insulated from the whims of popular passion. And judges, trained in legal methodologies that recognized the primacy of reason and the need for consistency, came to be seen as the sole and final arbiters of constitutional meaning.

This "Chinese wall" characterization of the relationship between emotion and constitutional law has had remarkable staying power. And under the influence of its spell, contemporary constitutional scholarship contains only a very limited discussion about how emotion actually works or impacts public decision making. Unlike their counterparts in the criminal law arena,

4. U.S. CONST. art. V.
5. See THE ECONOMIST, DICTIONARY OF BUSINESS 58 (Graham Bannock et al. eds., 2003).
constitutional theorists have for the most part been content to rely on a set of broad generalizations about human behavior. As a result, constitutional theory has largely ignored a voluminous body of empirical and theoretical literature about emotion that has accumulated over the past twenty years. Meanwhile, social scientists in a range of disciplines—social psychology, neurobiology, philosophy, political science, sociology, and economics—have created a much richer and more nuanced account of how emotion affects the way individuals interpret the world around them, determines preferences and attitudes, and helps make decisions. This new research threatens to turn long-held assumptions about emotion and human behavior on their collective head.

This article explores the potential implications of this research for constitutional law and theory. It concludes that emotion (1) critically affects two behaviors that are central to the continued legitimacy and survival of constitutional values and institutions: commitment and imagination; (2) enhances individuals’ ability to maintain commitments over time by reinforcing habits, acting as a stabilizing force for popular attitudes within a large and heterogeneous public; and (3) influences the way individuals interpret the world around them, determine preferences and attitudes, and make decisions. This new research threatens to turn long-held assumptions about emotion and human behavior on their collective head.

---


7. See, e.g., Passionate Politics: Emotions and Social Movements (Jeff Goodwin et al. eds., 2001) [hereinafter PASSIONATE POLITICS].
rogeneous polity, and helping individuals interpret and prioritize constitutional commitments; and (3) makes imagination possible, allowing constitutional communities to reassess and revise prior commitments.

Each conclusion runs contrary to standard accounts of emotion as a destabilizing and destructive force in constitutional law. This article is an effort to rectify that situation and to create a closer link between constitutional theory and the social practice of constitutionalism.

In turn, these social practices can potentially alter a range of ongoing debates within constitutional theory. An enhanced recognition of emotion’s positive impact on constitutional culture calls into question the Supreme Court of the United States’ status as the final arbiter of constitutional meaning, certain assumptions about the Court’s ability to impact public opinion, the appropriate standards for constitutional amendment, and the design of democratic institutions.

Part II of this article argues that the Constitution’s drafters subscribed to a theory of human behavior that is embedded throughout American constitutional structure and practice. The theory consisted of two widely accepted propositions that still enjoy widespread acceptance in contemporary constitutional culture: (1) a rigid dualism that sets reason and emotion in irreconcilable opposition to one another and (2) a strong preference for rational, deliberate decision making over making choices based on feelings or intuition. This theory guided core aspects of constitutional design and has been perpetuated by subsequent generations of constitutional judges, lawyers, and scholars.

Parts III and IV challenge the notion that emotion represents a threat to the constitutional order. Part III uses research in the social and natural sciences to argue that emotion helps individuals keep and maintain commitments. This, in turn, enables a large and heterogeneous polity to operate in stable and predictable ways, and allows constitutional commitments to transcend generational and demographic shifts. Moreover, emotion helps structure the process of interpreting existing commitments and integrally contributes to the exercise of rational thought. Part IV argues that emotion enables the imagination to conceive of new commitments, and therefore is essential to the process of constitutional revision and renewal. In particular, emotion informs per-
ceptions of existing commitments, enables people to assess rationally their continued value, and facilitates action to change those commitments when necessary.

Finally, Part V spells out some preliminary ideas about how emotion research might advance current descriptive and normative debates in constitutional theory.

Given the wide scope of recent emotion research and its many potential implications, there are two limitations on the scope of this article. First, it does not directly address the growing body of literature on judicial behavior. While much of the work on emotion and decision making has potential implications for how judges interpret the Constitution, judicial actors are not the focus of this piece. Rather, it primarily focuses on how citizens develop their own interpretations of constitutional meaning, because popular conceptions of constitutional law—in the form of public opinion—often act as a constraint on the Court's power. Constitutional meaning stems from a cultural interplay between law and politics, and it is impossible to understand fully doctrinal development by focusing exclusively on the actions of federal judges. If, as many political scientists and constitutional scholars have concluded, the Supreme Court operates within constraints established by dominant electoral majorities, the forces that govern individuals' political perceptions and behavior are a powerful and highly relevant dynamic in contemporary constitutional lawmaking.

Second, the relationship between law and emotion works in both directions. As emotion shapes the content and interpretation of legal commitments, the law also shapes emotional responses in


both legal and non-legal contexts. By defining the spheres of public and private conduct, the appropriate uses of the state's coercive power, and the areas of individual autonomy, constitutional law cultivates and manipulates emotional response. While this topic deserves further exploration, it is beyond the limited scope of this article.

A Note About the Definition of Emotion

"Emotion" is a contested term, with scholars in a range of disciplines engaged in active disagreement over its definition. They disagree not only about the dividing line between emotion and cognition, but also over the definition of different emotions. Complicating matters, these definitions may be culturally contingent—different societies may answer the question "what is an emotion" or identify appropriate emotional responses in different ways. Americans, for example, are more optimistic than other cultures and tend to associate positive feelings with a comparatively wider range of events.

This article adopts the following definition, which reflects a developing consensus within the field: Emotions (1) are triggered by a particular stimulus that bears a relationship to an individual or collective goal; (2) involve a set of physiological changes (both conscious and unconscious); (3) provoke some change in cognitive activity by focusing attention, bringing particular memories into conscious awareness, or activating other thought processes; and (4) are tied to an action tendency to behave in a particular way. For example, fear is generally triggered by a threat to the goal of survival, causes a set of physiological changes such as increased heart rate and perspiration, focuses conscious attention immediately on the threat, and creates the action tendencies to flee and seek safety.

19. See Keith Oatley et al., Understanding Emotions 28 (2d ed. 2006).
21. Id.
22. Id. at 104.
23. Brader, supra note 13, at 51.
24. See id.
One critical element causes major concern about emotion’s impact on decision-making capacity: emotions often operate as intuitions that exist outside the realm of conscious thought.\textsuperscript{25} For example, people often sense danger before its source enters their full awareness, and their bodies begin preparing to respond to that danger even before they fully comprehend it.\textsuperscript{26} Much of the discussion that follows focuses on the intuitive aspect of emotion and the ways in which reliance on affective intuition helps to maintain stability within a constitutional community.

II. COMMITMENT, IMAGINATION, AND THE DOMINANT VIEW

In April 2005, Harvard constitutional scholar Laurence Tribe sent a letter to Associate Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer.\textsuperscript{27} In the letter, Tribe announced that he was suspending work on the third edition of his acclaimed constitutional law treatise due to confusion over the status of “basic constitutional premises.”\textsuperscript{28} In a separate note to readers, he asserted that “the very working materials of American constitutional law may be in the process of changing”\textsuperscript{29} and called for “systemic attention” to “popular conceptions of constitutional law” that shape legal development and governmental behavior.\textsuperscript{30} Specifically, Tribe highlighted the interpretive challenges posed by the “extraordinary politics of feeling” that surround contemporary constitutional discourse, and the tension between “the encompassing rhetoric of searing emotion” and long-standing constitutional principles.\textsuperscript{31}

\textsuperscript{25} This subconscious element is not unique to emotion. Indeed, a long-established body of scholarship has examined the role of cognitive heuristics (or mental shortcuts) and their ability to distort decision making in predictable ways. See, e.g., Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman, \textit{Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases}, in \textit{Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases} (Daniel Kahneman et al. eds., 1982); Cass R. Sunstein, \textit{Moral Heuristics}, 28 BEHAV. & BRAIN SCI. 531 (2005).


\textsuperscript{28} Id. at 292.


\textsuperscript{30} Id. at 299.

\textsuperscript{31} Id.
Tribe's focus on the social practice of constitutionalism outside the courts and the relationship between constitutional law and emotion is well-placed. It was, after all, a series of collective emotional outbursts in the form of violent social upheavals that resulted in the establishment and maintenance of our most sacred constitutional commitments. Constitutions are written and changed in moments of extreme popular passion: revolution, civil war, and severe economic hardship are indispensable elements of American constitutional development.

Moreover, as any regular viewer of the nightly news or social historian can attest, constitutional interpretation is inseparable from a political culture that is bathed in emotion. The Constitution serves as a focal point for individual and collective expressions of hope and fear, love and hate, and sympathy and disgust. Constitutional history and doctrine contain many remnants of dreams realized, deferred, and denied, along with the expired emotions that set those alternative visions of constitutional meaning into action.

Furthermore, like any religion, constitutional law sustains and legitimizes itself through emotional ties created by, facilitated by, and focused upon ritual, symbol, a foundational myth, and a core text. In this light, "constitutional culture" often transcends the legalistic and the logical, with emotion functioning as an essential predicate for the American constitutional regime and a vehicle for collective expression of social aspirations.


33. See 2 Bruce Ackerman, We the People: Transformations 3–8 (1998).

34. See Brader, supra note 13, at 183 (discussing findings that provide "strong support to the common belief that politicians routinely use ads to appeal to emotions").


36. See Robert M. Cover, The Supreme Court, 1982 Term—Foreword: Nomos and Narrative, 97 Harv. L. Rev. 4, 40–42 (1983) (describing a "jurisgenerative" process where multiple constitutional norms are asserted by different interpretive communities, and the "jurispathic" role played by the Court in choosing between different interpretive visions).

37. See Kertzer, supra note 35, at 60–65, 133.

38. See Post, supra note 35, at 8 (defining constitutional culture as a "specific subset of culture that encompasses extrajudicial beliefs about the substance of the Constitution").
The Constitution also defines the broad parameters by which law and emotion intersect and recognize one another within public life. When Chief Justice John Roberts likened his role as a constitutional interpreter to an umpire calling balls and strikes at his confirmation hearing,\textsuperscript{39} or when Justice Ruth Ginsberg, for the first time in her fifteen-year tenure on the Supreme Court, decided to read two “passionate and pointed” dissents aloud from the bench,\textsuperscript{40} they both made statements about the relationship between emotion and constitutional lawmaking.\textsuperscript{41} Disputes about prayer at graduation ceremonies or football games address the level of comfort with the emotions that are generated, released, and suppressed by particular types of public ritual.\textsuperscript{42} Cases about same-sex marriage, grandparent visitation, or sodomy laws question whether the law will recognize particular types of love in human relationships.\textsuperscript{43} In addition, as the Court’s recent ruling in \textit{Gonzales v. Carhart} suggests, a woman’s ability to terminate a pregnancy in a particular way may hinge on perceptions about the lasting emotional impact of late-term abortions.\textsuperscript{44}

Yet in spite of these cultural realities, the definition of constitutional commitments is still commonly seen as a process dominated by rationality, where interpretive rules and institutional constraints act to minimize emotion’s taint on constitutional meaning.\textsuperscript{45} This account—dominant within the legal community and closely linked to the need for judicial supremacy—suggests that emotion should have as little to do with constitutional culture as possible.\textsuperscript{46}


\textsuperscript{44} 127 S. Ct. 1610, 1634 (2007).


\textsuperscript{46} See Chemerinsky, supra note 2, at 1078–79 (discussing how judges’ views and ideologies may overshadow issues of textual interpretation, framers’ intent, and cost-benefit analysis).
This part makes three arguments. First, it argues that constitutions provide a structure for two social phenomena that are central to human existence: commitment and imagination. Second, it links emotion, commitment, and imagination by arguing that constitutional culture has long viewed emotion as destructive to both phenomena. Third, it examines how beliefs about emotion influenced core aspects of American constitutional design, including the procedures for making and altering constitutional commitments.

A. Commitment and Imagination in Constitutional Systems

The primary function of written constitutions is to facilitate collective commitments that transcend time and the day-to-day battles of conventional politics. As many theorists have noted, constitutions establish precommitments: constraints on future behavior put into effect at Time 1 to ensure that action taken at some point in the future—Time 2—will conform with the course of action preferred at Time 1. Thus, a community makes a pre-

47. See RUBENFELD, supra note 32, at 93 ("Written constitutionalism is properly understood as a nation's struggle to lay down and live out its own fundamental political commitments over time.").

48. Id. at 116–17. For the past fifteen years or so, precommitment has been a budding, if not central, preoccupation for constitutional theorists. There are at least three reasons for the recent level of interest: originalism, the rise of the Rehnquist Court, and the demise of the former Soviet Union.

First, originalism—defining constitutional meaning as defined by the intent and motives of those who drafted the relevant constitutional provision—focuses on the virtues of precommitment. See id. at 62. Originalism revolves around the ideas that commitments are fixed at a particular point in the past and that constitutional interpreters can only locate the limits of present-day or future constraints by defining the precise understanding of a constitutional commitment at the moment it was made. See id. at 88, 185. As Justice Scalia, Judge Bork, and others began to provide credibility and intellectual firepower for originalism as an interpretive model in contemporary constitutional lawmaking, justifications for, and critiques of, precommitment seeped into the debate over its original meaning. See id. at 64–65.

Second, progressive scholars began to experience widespread frustration over the Court's shift to the right. The result has been a spate of recent theories about the mechanics of constitutional change, relying on interdisciplinary work in history, political science, and sociology, with the partial goal of legitimizing interpretive activity that occurs outside the judiciary. See id. at 73. Several progressive scholars have reframed constitutional governance as a form of popular sovereignty, endorsing the ability of "the People" to stake independent claims about constitutional meaning outside of Article V. See id. at 70–71. This too required engagement with precommitment, but focused on determining how precommitments are negotiated and redefining the parties involved in that negotiation process.

Third, the end of the Cold War led to a new round of constitution drafting in the past fifteen years, particularly as new republics formed out of the former Soviet Union. Evgeni
commitment at Time 1 knowing that the precommitment (a) will restrict its ability to act at Time 2 and (b) may indeed preclude a course of action that the community, for good or bad reasons, wants to engage in at Time 2.49

Constitutional provisions, by operating as supreme law and requiring a higher threshold for adoption and amendment than ordinary statutes,50 act as the primary legal device for establishing and enforcing shared legal precommitments. Constitutional precommitments can take a range of forms: processes for collective decision making, institutional behaviors and limitations that embody a particular set of values, and mechanisms for defining new precommitments or altering existing ones.51

Why would a society willingly restrict its ability to engage in a particular desired action at an unknown point in the future? Commitments, in legal and less formal incarnations, benefit society because they promote consistency. Social psychologists have long noted that a desire for consistency is a central motivator for human behavior, in part due to its ability to promote stable, predictable decision making and consequences.52 This, in turn, promotes efficient decision making—individuals and institutions can make choices and take risks with reduced information-gathering costs, an enhanced ability to predict outcomes, an ability to trust and predict the actions of others, and a sense of confidence that comes from day-to-day continuity.53 Consistency also allows complex systems and large numbers of people to coordinate behavior, which facilitates the success of shared endeavors and the achievement of common goals.54

Tanchev, Historical and Psychological Sources Shaping Constitutionalism and Constitutional Performance in the Post-Communist Societies, in LEGAL REFORM IN POST-COMMUNIST EUROPE 141, 143 (Stanislaw Frankowski & Paul B. Stephen, III eds., 1995). With the terms of precommitments being hashed out by a new generation of constitutional framers, there was a new market for lessons learned from past attempts to design precommitment procedures.

49. See RUBENFELD, supra note 32, at 116–17.

50. JON ELSTER, ULYSSES UNBOUND: STUDIES IN RATIONALITY, PRECOMMITMENT, AND CONSTRAINTS 101 (2000). There are a range of devices that constitutions use to establish this higher threshold, such as requiring supermajorities, creating delays, or imposing additional costs. Id.

51. See id. at 88–92.


53. See id. at 61–68.

54. See id. at 95–96.
Commitment strategies are among the best available vehicles to promote consistency;\textsuperscript{55} if someone makes a commitment, it creates "personal and interpersonal pressures to behave consistently with that commitment."\textsuperscript{56} Externally, consistency is considered an attractive social trait—human beings want other people to like them and therefore want to be perceived as consistent by others.\textsuperscript{57} Internally, consistency offers individuals an efficient shortcut through the time and agony it takes to make difficult decisions.\textsuperscript{58}

Hence, continuity and stability are among the primary benefits associated with a written constitution. Public commitments—particularly those made in writing—harness these internal and external pressures and serve as the most effective mechanisms to ensure consistent behavior over time.\textsuperscript{59} Constitutions capitalize on these social realities, using written commitments—backed by fidelity to law—to promote consistent behavior.

The consistency embedded in constitutional commitments is in perpetual tension with another activity that is central to both human existence and constitutional culture: imagination. Constitutions provide a structure for imagining and negotiating collective aspirations for the future. The text provides a set of substantive dreams for a better world,\textsuperscript{60} and the process of constitutional lawmaking—both within and outside the courts—provides a structure for a cultural conversation in which citizens, as participants in a constitutional culture, envision, negotiate, and fight for a better world in the years and decades to come.\textsuperscript{61} Moreover, by its very terms, the Federal Constitution remains an unfinished

\textsuperscript{55} Id. at 61.
\textsuperscript{56} Id. at 53 (emphasis omitted).
\textsuperscript{57} See id. at 54 (showing that inconsistency is perceived as an "undesirable social trait" (citing A.R. Allgeier et al., *The Waffle Phenomenon: Negative Evaluations of Those Who Shift Attitudinally*, 9 J. APPLIED SOC. PSYCHOL. 170, 179 (1979)); S.E. Asch, *Forming Impressions of Personality*, 41 J. ABNORMAL & SOC. PSYCHOL. 258, 273–75 (1946)).
\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 55.
\textsuperscript{59} See id. at 68–70.
\textsuperscript{60} See William J. Brennan, Jr., *The Constitution of the United States: Contemporary Ratification*, 27 S. TEX. L. REV. 433, 433 (1986) (describing the Constitution as "embod[ying] the aspiration to social justice, brotherhood, and human dignity that brought this nation into being" and "the lodestar for our aspirations").
\textsuperscript{61} See Post, supra note 35, at 8.
document. By setting out an amendment procedure, Article V recognizes the text's imperfections and the need for continued innovation.62

Imagination about the future is, thus, essential to a constitutional system. When individuals try to amend the Constitution or interpret its meaning, the future—even from a short-term perspective—is never far from their minds. This is true even in doctrinal areas, such as substantive due process, which demand a look backward in time to examine the past for evidence of the nation's history and tradition.63 Even there, the interpretive frame constructs an imagined vision of the future that provides cultural continuity through a close link with the past.

In constitutional development, commitment and imagination are both mutually dependent and in irreconcilable tension. Imagination forms visions of a lasting future that inspire constitutional commitments into being; commitments provide stimuli for constitutional imagination, because change so often results from dissatisfaction with present commitments and the dim prospects of a stagnant future. Conversely, commitments stifle imagination by creating procedural and substantive roadblocks to realizing imagined alternatives: Imagination constrains commitment by counseling against creating restrictions today that might inhibit a better tomorrow. In part, this paradoxical relationship is attributable to the different temporal perspectives embedded in each behavior—commitment looks to the past, while imagination looks to the future.

B. The Dominant View: Dualism and Rationality- Preferencing

Our constitutional system reflects a dominant theory of human behavior that views emotion as destructive to the maintenance of existing constitutional commitments and to the process of imagining new ones.64 This view contains two core elements.

First, it relies upon a rigid dualism that sets reason, cognition, deliberation, mind, and thought in irreconcilable opposition against emotion, affect, intuition, heart, and feeling. Second, it

64. See supra notes 1–4 and accompanying text.
subscribes to rationality-preferencing—the notion that within this dualistic framework, decisions based on reason and deliberation are better than decisions made under the influence of emotion and intuition.65

This adverse relationship between constitutional law and emotion flows directly from a view of human behavior that treats emotion as corrosive to public decision making and to the collective search for a common good.66 From the perspective of commitment and imagination, emotion causes a society to make unwise commitments based on short-term desires, discard existing commitments made during a period of calmer and rational thinking, and imagine new commitments that are destructive to other constitutional values.

As a result, constitutional commitments are often designed as safeguards against emotion’s potential to distort decision making by constitutional actors.67 As George Marcus and his co-authors describe it, critics have derided emotion’s influence on decision making in four different ways. First, emotion displaces reason through overstimulation, which makes careful deliberative consideration of rational alternatives impossible.68 Second, emotion distracts by drawing individuals’ attention to irrelevant considerations and distorting their ability to assess risk and relative benefits.69 Third, emotion leads to intransigence by creating an intensity of belief that is immune to new information or persuasion.70 Finally, emotion facilitates self-absorption, making it impossible to consider larger consequences or public goals.71

65. See supra notes 3–5 and accompanying text.
69. Id. at 19.
70. Id. at 19–20.
71. Id. at 20–21. For a somewhat different laundry list of the ways in which emotion potentially undermines cognition and sound judgment, see ELSTER, supra note 50, at 87; HALL, supra note 12, at 13.
Taken as a whole, the dominant view treats emotion in public life as a threat to stability and a vehicle for injustice, intolerance, violence, and political instability. This view of human behavior influenced the development of constitutional institutions and procedures at the time of the nation's founding, and found widespread reinforcement from theorists, judges, and legal academics throughout the two centuries that followed.

1. Dualism and Rationality-Preferencing at the Founding

The dominant view's rigid dualism was prominent in the minds of those drafting and marketing the new American Constitution. It drew on a long and distinguished intellectual tradition within Western political and philosophical development that separated "reason from passion, thinking from feeling, [and] cognition from emotion." In The Federalist Papers, Publius envisioned "passions" as diametrically opposed to reason. He pathologized the "sudden breese of passion" as "angry," "malignant," "transient," "irregular," and subject to the "artful misrepresentation of interested men." Passion threatened to "drown" the mild voice of reason, resulting in constitutional governance dominated by "[a]mbition, avarice, personal animosity, [and] party opposition."

Within this dualistic framework, the framers weighed in solidly on the reason/deliberation side of the battle, in line with a long-
held perception that "passions are a negative force in human behavior."85 In part, this reflected Enlightenment beliefs that reason was critical to human progress86 and that emotion was incompatible with liberal democracies because it serves "as the basis for intemperateness, ethnocentrism, swift and intractable prejudices, and thoughtlessness."87

Throughout The Federalist Papers, Publius described reason as superior to emotion, deliberation as superior to intuition, and both emotion and intuition as inconsistent with the common "rule of law" values: consistency, predictability, and stability.88 In Federalist No. 49, James Madison set forth his theory that reason is essential to the constitutional order about as clearly as one could imagine: "it is the reason, alone, of the public, that ought to control and regulate the government. The passions ought to be controlled and regulated by the government."89 Publius saw passion as intimately connected to factionalism and initiating the irrational desire to form groups that were forever locked in constant battle with other groups.90 As Madison noted, "In all very numerous assemblies, of whatever characters composed, passion never fails to wrest the scepter from reason. Had every Athenian citizen been a Socrates, every Athenian assembly would still have been a mob."91

As Paul Kahn put it, the Federalist mission was "to bring science to popular government."92 Reflection and deliberation were deemed essential to good public decision making,93 and rea-
son enabled social choices to align with the public good. In Hannah Arendt’s words, the founders saw “government in the image of individual reason” and “the rule of government over the governed according to the age-old model of the rule of reason over the passions.” As Alexander Hamilton noted in Federalist No. 15, government is necessary because “the passions of men will not conform to the dictates of reason and justice without constraint.” Passions were seen as erratic, creating a “turbulent and changing” populace unable to “judge or determine right.”

To a large extent, the concern over the corrosive impact of emotion on decision making reflected the immediate challenges of managing a volatile post-revolutionary environment, where shared emotional bonds formed in the heat of battle against a common British enemy were disintegrating. Moreover, the framers’ concerns about emotion reflected the tumult that surrounded post-founding American politics. Legislative turnover was high, major ideological schisms existed about fundamental issues of economic and foreign policy, and a vibrant press stoked public emotion and agitation. Political violence in eighteenth-century America was far more commonplace than it is today, and public participation in political life was marked by “mobbing,” strong rhetoric, and other acts that involved highly visible emotional displays.

Publius’s rhetoric around emotion was not particularly nuanced and grouped a wide range of very strong and different emotions under the umbrella of “passions.” The subtlety with which people describe different emotions today did not appear in

---

94. See Kahn, supra note 92, at 15. But see Marcus, supra note 13, at 27–28 (offering evidence of a more ambivalent attitude towards reason in The Federalist Papers).
100. See id.
his writings; he treated happiness and sadness, empathy and disgust, and anger and elation as one and the same.\textsuperscript{103}

Despite this broad-brush perspective, the framers recognized some useful purposes for emotion in creating a constitutional regime. Specifically, they saw emotion as important for establishing the new Constitution's legitimacy and for developing a sense of national identity.\textsuperscript{104} As historian Jan Lewis noted, "[T]he founders of the new national government knew that one of their greatest challenges was to stimulate affection for the new national government."\textsuperscript{105} Madison derided those who felt that "the people of America, knit together as they are by so many chords of affection, can no longer live together as members of the same family."\textsuperscript{106}

But even emotions that might prove helpful to the nation-building project—bonds that create loyalty and cohesion within a heterogeneous group—were treated with suspicion. Madison believed that those loyalties would operate at a much smaller level within a comparatively large democracy, creating factions that would encourage division rather than unity, and would ultimately undermine the nation-building agenda.\textsuperscript{107} He viewed the emotional unity and enthusiasm surrounding the Revolution as temporary and thought that the "passions most unfriendly to order and concord" would soon reappear once the immediacy of the Revolution had vanished into memory.\textsuperscript{108}

2. The Dominant View in Constitutional Culture

Despite the unique historical circumstances, the framers' theory of human behavior and decision making has continued to resonate throughout American constitutional history and into the modern era. In particular, constitutional commitments are seen as a safeguard against emotion's negative impact on public life. Abraham Lincoln's famed 1838 Lyceum speech captured the dominant view's legacy in its starkest form: "Passion has helped us;

\textsuperscript{103} See id. at 5.
\textsuperscript{104} HALL, supra note 12, at 31; MARCUS, supra note 13, at 24–25.
\textsuperscript{105} Lewis, supra note 99, at 57.
\textsuperscript{107} See THE FEDERALIST NO. 10 (James Madison) (Jacob E. Cooke ed., 1961).
\textsuperscript{108} See THE FEDERALIST NO. 49, supra note 76, at 341.
but can do so no more. It will in future be our enemy. Reason, cold, calculating, unimpassioned reason, must furnish all the materials for our future support and defence." Unsurprisingly, he deemed reason synonymous with "general intelligence, ... morality, and ... a reverence for the constitution." 

Lincoln's perspective aligned with standard views of citizenship that position rational judgment as the sole means for obtaining substantive and procedural legitimacy, just outcomes, and social progress. Under this model, citizens must have the opportunity to consider—in a calm, sober state—the implications and consequences of different options and decisions. Emotion and intuition threaten democratic progress, which can only occur through deliberative or republican processes that advance the rule of reason.

In turn, emotion threatens the maintenance of constitutional order because it can potentially lead individuals to ignore prior commitments or imagine new commitments that are irrational or unwise. As a result, popular involvement in defining constitutional meaning should not be trusted, particularly in situations where elements critical to reason—knowledge and time to obtain, consider, and evaluate relevant information—are absent.

The legacy of rationality-preferencing bleeds into many aspects of contemporary constitutional law and politics. As any observer of a first-year constitutional law class will notice, legal elites are systematically trained to discount and ignore emotion, moral intuition, and imagination when trying to define, interpret, and advocate on behalf of constitutional commitments. Comments that reflect feelings are actively discouraged (or secretly feared) by most professors. This discouragement stems from a concern that


110. See id.

111. See James H. Kuklinski et al., Thinking About Political Tolerance, More or Less with More or Less Information, in RECONSIDERING THE DEMOCRATIC PUBLIC 225, 227 (George E. Marcus & Russell L. Hanson eds., 1993); George E. Marcus et al., Dynamic Models of Emotional Response: The Multiple Roles of Affect in Politics, 5 RES. IN MICROPOLITICS 33, 34 (1996).

112. But see Marcus et al., supra note 111, at 34–35 (explaining how humans do not always process all information before making a decision, as the rational-judgment theory would suggest).
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the classroom will reflect pathological and seemingly uncontrollable behaviors often associated with emotion. Instead, constitutional law becomes interchangeable with "thinking like a lawyer," perpetuated by a Socratic method pedagogy that structures inquiries to ensure that feelings are kept under tight control and on limited display. This perpetuates what psychologist Carol Gilligan calls a dissociative state—a condition under which individuals are not permitted to know what they know.

Beyond the classroom, the notion that emotion is destructive to the process of constitutional commitment making, interpretation, and inquiry finds reinforcement throughout contemporary constitutional culture. In particular, this notion operates as the exclusive behavioral model for constitutional interpretation by judges, with "emotional" thrown around as an epithet at judges who are perceived as advancing a personal moral agenda. As Richard Posner notes, "The law itself is conventionally regarded as a bastion of 'reason' conceived of as the antithesis of emotion, as operating to rein in the emotionality of the behavior that gives rise to legal disputes." Consider, for example, the Casey joint opinion's description of the forces seeking to undermine Roe v.


Wade: "Some of those efforts may be mere unprincipled emotional reactions; others may proceed from principles worthy of profound respect." Or, the final words of the Eleventh Circuit panel decision denying Terry Schiavo's parents' motion for a temporary restraining order directing her husband to bring her to a hospital for medical treatment: "While the position of our dissenting colleague has emotional appeal, we as judges must decide this case on the law." Or, Justice Anthony Kennedy's recent portrayal of law as an effort to "bring rationality to an existence that can be irrational and chaotic." As Justice Harry Blackmun stated in his majority opinion in Roe, the Court's job "is to resolve the issue by constitutional measurement, free of emotion.

For the most part, constitutional theory has operated to reinforce the notion of constitutional commitments as barriers against the corrosive effects of emotion. This has happened primarily through reliance upon two popular analogies to explain and justify constitutional commitments. In the first analogy, a commitment operates as "Peter sober" speaking to "Peter drunk"—the voice of past reason guiding a confused individual through a turbulent, intoxicated present. In the second analogy, drawn from The Odyssey, Ulysses confronts the Sirens, whose beautiful song lures sailors to their deaths. Unwilling to miss the opportunity to hear their singing, he instructs his crew to plug their ears and tie him to the mast of the boat before they meet the Sirens. The crew is further instructed to lash him more tightly to the mast if he protests. The plan is successfully implemented—Ulysses is able to enjoy the show and survive the trip—successfully stifling the uncontrollable urges of future pas-
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Both analogies reflect a theory of human behavior that establishes a rigid separation between reason and emotion, with calm, deliberative reason offered as a clearly superior alternative to the immediacy and destructive effects of emotion.\(^{128}\)

Often, this perspective is closely tied to the need for judicial supremacy—the notion that the Court should serve as the sole and final arbiter of constitutional meaning. As Richard Parker recognized, constitutional theory has a history of pathologizing popular constitutional engagement as "emotional" instead of "reasonable," "impulsive" rather than "deliberate," "self-centered" instead of "public-spirited," "abusive" rather than "respectful," and "intoxicated" as opposed to "sober."\(^{130}\) Popular emotional sentiments are viewed as destructive to the constitutional endeavor\(^{131}\) and perceived as "irrational response[s] [that do] not evidence a process of moral reasoning worthy of respect."\(^{132}\)

Finally, psychological dynamics underlying interest-group politics feed the rationality-preferencing norm as well. Members of a group tend to see their own group's perspective and decision-making process as the product of rational thought. By contrast, a given group will more likely see the decision making of other groups as governed by emotion and feeling.\(^{133}\) The result is a constitutional culture where groups with a stake in the outcome of an interpretive debate lay claim to the exalted status of rationality using accusations about emotion to deride other perspectives and diminish their opponents' intellectual stature or relative social status.\(^{134}\)
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C. Emotion Management in Constitutional Design

Constitutional law, like many other forms of law, functions as an elaborate system of emotion management. Through its separation of powers provisions, the Constitution channels emotional expression into particular legislative, judicial, and administrative fora. Through its directives on institutional structure, it establishes decision-making rules and customary practices that validate, reject, or transform emotional expression in particular ways and delineate the actors whose emotional expressions are recognized within particular contexts. And by providing mechanisms for the resolution of social conflict, the Constitution restrains the strong emotions triggered by uncertainty or unexplained phenomena.

In an effort to manage the adverse effects of emotion, the dominant view influenced core features of constitutional design. Most prominently, it informed the design of Article V, which sets out the formal mechanics for establishing or altering constitutional commitments.

Article V serves as the connective tissue between imagination and commitment in three different ways: procedural, institutional, and substantive. From a procedural perspective, it regulates the balance between commitment and imagination within the realm of formal amendment, establishing the precise terms under which constitutional commitments can be made, altered, and broken. From an institutional perspective, it constrains imagination through procedural hurdles in the amendment process and channels imagination into other arenas, transferring the locus of con-
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stitutional innovation toward the courts, state constitutions, and other non-Article V mechanisms for change. And from a substantive perspective, it requires consensus among a wide range of political actors at both the state and federal level. This impacts the imagination process itself, altering visions for change and manipulating the participants and levels of abstraction at which conversations about America's constitutional future take place.

In regulating the balance between commitment and imagination, the framers designed Article V as a means of emotion management and control, with emotion seen as destructive to the establishment and maintenance of sound constitutional commitments. In Federalist No. 49, Madison responded to Thomas Jefferson's proposal for a more relaxed amendment standard for the Virginia State Constitution. Madison noted that subjecting constitutional questions to frequent public debate raised "[t]he danger of disturbing the public tranquility" and "interesting... public passions." He also pointed out that passions threatened the "true merits of the question," which should only be represented by reason.

Article V relies upon a range of procedural devices to minimize the influence of emotion in the commitment-making process. Notably, Article V makes the Constitution extremely difficult to amend, particularly when compared with amendment provisions in other constitutions. The process of garnering significant
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support at both the federal and state levels imposes significant transaction costs and time delays, which allow ample time for sober second thoughts. Further, the central role of elected representatives in the amendment proposal and ratification processes, rather than direct referenda schemes that appear in other national and state constitutions, serves as yet another mechanism to dilute popular passion.

Emotion management significantly influenced the formation of other areas of constitutional design as well. For example, Article I's bicameralism and presentment requirements act as checks on emotion's potentially dangerous impact on political behavior by establishing multiple fora for deliberation and slowing the legislative process to allow time for sober reflection. Indeed, Madison envisioned the Senate as an essential "defense to the people against their own temporary errors and delusions...stimulated by some irregular passion." The framers placed age limits on public office to ensure, at least in part, a level of emotional maturity among the political elite. This comported with a vision of public service and republican government that "does not require an unqualified complaisance to every sudden breese of passion, or to every transient impulse which the people may receive from the arts of men." In the modern era, the removal of constitutional obstacles to the development of the administrative state, like the demise of the non-delegation doctrine, reflects a judgment about the desirability of rational judgment in the development of public policy.

III. COMMITMENT

While the dominant view continues to hold sway over constitutional law and theory, other disciplines have begun to revisit its core assumptions. In recent years, developments in the social and natural sciences have questioned the dualistic relationship between reason and emotion and begun to recharacterize emotion
as a vital and valuable component of sound decision making component.151 These developments, in turn, have implications for the way constitutional theory conceives of the relationship between emotion and commitment.

Constitutional governance facilitates commitment over time and with it, the substantial benefits associated with individual and collective consistency.152 Under the dominant view, emotions undermine these constitutional commitments by displacing reason. They “flood consciousness,” leading individuals to abandon previously held commitments based on impulse, whimsy, and without appropriate thought and consideration.153 During the Constitutional Convention, Hamilton referenced this concern explicitly, describing “the popular passions . . . [that] spread like wild fire, and become irresistible.”154 In a similar vein, Madison expressed concern about the threat to democracy presented by the “turbulency . . . of unruly passions.”155

There is no doubt that, under certain circumstances, affective forces can lead people astray and distort consciousness in ways that can be destructive to their short- and long-term interests.156 These forces can alter individuals’ perspective on the future,157 warp their perception of risk,158 facilitate prejudice,159 manipulate attitudes based on mood,160 ignore information,161 distort processes of analytic and analogical reasoning,162 contribute to
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the prioritization of short-term benefit over long-term gain, and create bias in certain decision-making contexts.

Yet these critiques do not tell the whole story. This part uses recent developments in the social and natural sciences to argue that emotion—derided by the dominant view for its potential to destabilize commitments—also serves as a vital stabilizing force, enabling constitutional commitments to survive and thrive over time and across generations.

Specifically, emotions (1) help turn abstract commitments into individual habits and monitor people's adherence to those commitments through enthusiasm and anxiety, (2) operate as a stabilizing force for individual behavior and political preferences within a large and heterogeneous constitutional culture, and (3) are integral to interpretation—the process by which a society determines the precise meaning and terms of preexisting constitutional commitments.

A. Habit, Enthusiasm, and Anxiety

Habit provides the essential bridge between constitutional commitment and emotion, as effective commitments often embed themselves in habitual behavior. For example, if a professor wants to make a commitment that she will be on time for her 9:00 a.m. class, her chances of success will increase dramatically if she establishes a habitual morning routine that allows her to predict reliably the precise time she must leave her home to make it to class.

Constitutional systems work in a similar way. If one goal of a constitutional system is to maintain consistency over time, habitual behavior and customary practices are the best available mechanisms to sustain constitutional institutions. For example, if

---
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widespread citizen participation in elections is essential to the continued survival of our constitutional system, voting should become habitual behavior. Similarly, if citizens who disagree with a given decision are called upon to comply with it nonetheless, their willingness to do so is based, in no small part, on habits of compliance with the rule of law that legitimate the decision. In the end, individual and collective habits—including compliance with the rule of law—produce the consistency and predictability that are among the primary benefits of a written constitution.

Habit is also essential to getting around the thorny problem of constitutional consent. Because those who participated in drafting and ratifying the Constitution are long dead, the current incarnation of the American polity must reckon with a government "of the people" where none of "the people" ever formally consented to their current form of government. Instead, their consent, as John Locke recognized long ago, is often tacit. The practice of constitutional habits, rather than a conscious act of consent, provides contemporary democratic legitimacy for America's constitutional order.

According to the dominant view, emotion undermines the commitment-facilitating function of constitutions by causing individuals to discard existing commitments in favor of immediate short-term considerations, like addicts who "fall off the wagon." Moreover, the unpredictable, subconscious, and intense nature of emotion facilitates inconsistent behavior. In this light, emotion becomes a real and substantial threat to rule-of-law values and stability, which constitutional commitments and habits are designed to promote. Yet habit—the linchpin of consistency and commitment—requires emotion to help establish and maintain habitual behavior.
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Most significantly, emotion-processing regions of the brain play a significant role in facilitating learned habitual behavior and the accompanying consistency and stability. A recent neuroimaging study suggests a strong connection between emotional regions of the brain and habitual, addictive behavior, like smoking. Researchers studying patients with damage to the insula—a region of the brain thought to trigger conscious bodily responses to anticipated emotional events (e.g., initiating the conscious urge to smoke by anticipating the pleasure of a cigarette)—discovered a strong relationship between the localized nature of the damage and the ability to quit smoking. As one of the researchers noted, "[T]he fact that insular damage breaks down a learned habit such as smoking, demonstrates a powerful link between habit and emotion or feeling." This is not to claim that nicotine addiction is individually or socially beneficial. But, as a fairly extreme form of commitment, it underscores the connection between emotion and habit and the ways in which people's emotional infrastructure facilitates the sort of consistency and stability that enable commitments to thrive.

The intersection between habit and emotion also helps individuals monitor their adherence to prior commitments. Political scientist George Marcus underscores the critical role of two emotional subsystems—one dominated by enthusiasm and the other by anxiety and fear—that govern individual political behavior. As he puts it, "Affective attachments and affective control systems anchor enduring patterns of behavior" by rewarding behavior that is consistent with previously established goals and by monitoring the environment for departures from the norm.

The first system, dominated by enthusiasm, monitors individuals' progress toward particular goals and triggers positive emotional responses (i.e., enthusiasm) when progress is made toward those goals. This, in turn, assists in the creation of habitual
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behavior. Through trial and error, emotions provide signals about which actions work best to achieve an objective and create automatic dispositions to behave in ways that help achieve individual and collective goals.\textsuperscript{178}

Political advertising has long recognized this dynamic, using enthusiasm as an anchoring force for consistency and commitment. For example, individuals who watch campaign advertisements containing enthusiasm cues will more likely have their prior views about a candidate reinforced.\textsuperscript{179} Enthusiasm "reinforce[s] existing preferences and discourage[s] change"\textsuperscript{180} and, in turn, functions as a stabilizing force in public opinion.\textsuperscript{181}

The second system, dominated by anxiety, triggers emotional responses when something departs from the norm and helps individuals monitor their external environments.\textsuperscript{182} This surveillance system is tied to threat and serves as an alert mechanism to focus attention to forces that are unusual or destabilizing.\textsuperscript{183} This enables individuals to immediately and efficiently channel their resources toward threats to stability and consistency. Hence, through anxiety and fear, people can detect and focus on "normative deviations" from the status quo that represent potential threats to their previously held commitments.\textsuperscript{184} They can then take appropriate action to maintain their commitments and habits.

B. Emotions as a Stabilizing Force

Commitments facilitate consistency and predictability. In the dualistic battle between reason and emotion, reason has always been seen as having consistency on its side and, with it, a mode of decision making that advances rule-of-law values.\textsuperscript{185} A growing body of research, however, suggests that emotion is a critical
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force in stabilizing decisions and preferences over time and may play a much larger role in establishing consistency within a constitutional regime than previously believed.\textsuperscript{186}

First and foremost, emotions enforce behavioral norms in an environment where constant monitoring of individual behavior is neither realistic nor desirable. When external threats of punishment or reward are absent, emotions like embarrassment, pride, and vanity ensure individual and collective behavioral conformance with established legal and cultural norms.\textsuperscript{187} Shame and guilt impose psychological costs on individual departures from collective commitments, whether or not someone else enforces the commitment.\textsuperscript{188}

Moreover, affective forces help stabilize people's evaluations of the world around them. The systems of social relationship—like families or nations—that enable stable, transgenerational commitments to survive are held together by emotional bonds based in love and pride.\textsuperscript{189} These social relationships, particularly families, are critical to the development of civic awareness and political engagement.\textsuperscript{190}

Indeed, much of Americans' political behavior is grounded in emotions and habits\textsuperscript{191} that help citizens form and maintain stable partisan affiliations,\textsuperscript{192} shape our attitudes toward candidates,\textsuperscript{193} dictate attitudes toward civil liberties,\textsuperscript{194} and motivate our desire to defend the status quo.\textsuperscript{195} For example, in a recent study, strongly partisan citizens who had an emotional stake in the outcome of the 2004 presidential election were confronted
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with information about their preferred candidate that would lead to an emotionally negative conclusion about the candidate.\textsuperscript{196} Rather than adopting the negative conclusion, most study participants adopted an alternative conclusion that minimized the impact of the emotionally threatening information and favored their preferred candidate.\textsuperscript{197} During this reasoning process, researchers performed brain scans on the participants and observed increased activity in brain regions involved in emotion processing.\textsuperscript{198} They concluded that neural information processing occurs differently when individuals have a "strong emotional stake" in the outcome of the election and that regions of the brain involved in "implicit [emotion] regulation" help maintain partisan attitudes in the face of potentially unfavorable information.\textsuperscript{199}

Emotions also stabilize preferences within a heterogeneous group. In one recent set of studies by Michael Tuan Pham, individuals were split into two groups and asked to evaluate a range of stimuli.\textsuperscript{200} One group was asked to pay attention to their feelings about the stimuli and to disregard any reason-based assessments.\textsuperscript{201} The other group was asked to make their evaluations purely on reason-based assessments.\textsuperscript{202} The studies concluded that judgments made by the feelings group showed greater consistency across individuals than judgments made by the reason group.\textsuperscript{203}

In addition, affective forces play a role in creating consistent and stable preferences within individuals. One recent study defined stable preferences through transitivity, meaning that for a set of objects—A, B, and C—if A is preferred over B and B is preferred over C, then A will be preferred over C.\textsuperscript{204} Participants
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were asked to engage in a set of preference identification tasks under two different sets of conditions.\textsuperscript{205} One group was placed under a set of conditions that emphasized emotional processing in preference identification;\textsuperscript{206} the other group operated under conditions that allowed for greater cognitive input.\textsuperscript{207} The studies confirmed a higher level of transitivity among the affect-based group, concluding that "emotional processes can also contribute to greater preference stability and consistency within individuals."\textsuperscript{208}

Moreover, emotion is not always the unpredictable, unruly force that the dominant view calls to mind, regardless of its visceral impact, often automatic nature, and potentially subconscious roots. Instead, internal and external forces stabilize affective expression and constrain emotional response, rendering emotions far more predictable and stable than the dominant view would allow.

Emotions are held in check, over time, by internal systems of regulation that disfavor emotional extremes.\textsuperscript{209} Hence, people over-predict the strength and duration of an emotional response to an event, due in part to their failure to recognize their internal ability to regulate their emotions in ways similar to body temperature.\textsuperscript{210} Conscious behavioral and cognitive actions—distraction, venting, suppression, exercise, and cognitive reframing—also help stabilize the type and strength of an emotional response within particular parameters.\textsuperscript{211}

Externally, culture plays a major role in constructing—and therefore constraining—emotional response.\textsuperscript{212} From the world,
people learn emotional responses to different stimuli, physical symptoms associated with a given emotional response, and to interpret others' emotions through a culturally defined lens. They learn "proper" and "improper" emotional behaviors—and to interpret the propriety of different emotions—through emotional rules or scripts that create paradigmatic responses to particular stimuli. These scripts are often transmitted and reinforced through popular culture and archetypal narratives. For example, Romeo and Juliet—a story that is retold, in one form or another, throughout American popular culture—tells people the way romantic love is supposed to feel.

Not surprisingly, emotional responses to different stimuli vary across cultures. Non-western cultures, for instance, care more about maintaining relationships and engaging with people than their American counterparts. Americans are also more likely to feel anger in response to injustice than the Japanese. Other studies have documented culturally specific manifestations of emotional behavior, including facial and vocal expression.

Emotional scripts maintain their relevance even in the face of evidence that the scripts do not accurately describe emotional reality. For example, we express sadness at funerals even if we are downright hostile toward the decedent; we express joy at weddings even if we have doubts about the merits of the union; we express pride in our country by standing during the national anthem even when our collective actions provoke shame; we express disgust at certain sexual practices even when we engage in them.

While internal and external forces operate to stabilize emotions, conscious reasoning is far from perfect as a model for stability. Indeed, it can potentially destabilize perception and judgment. When individuals are asked to explain the reasons behind their attitudes, they are more likely to be dissatisfied with their
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choice, and display lower consistency between the attitude and subsequent behavior. These dynamics are particularly relevant under conditions of limited knowledge about the attitude object. Indeed, when the choice under consideration is particularly complex, conscious deliberative consideration can actually lead to objectively less optimal outcomes when compared with choices made with minimal deliberation.

C. Emotions, Attitudes, and Interpretation

The underlying meaning of constitutional commitments is often ambiguous. More than other legal commitment devices—statutes, regulations, bank notes, or commercial contracts—the Constitution’s vague language and age, as well as the absence of consensus about appropriate interpretive methodology, leaves open a wide range of plausible interpretations.

Given a text that is subject to multiple interpretations, how do individuals construct the precise meaning of constitutional commitments? How do individuals determine, for example, whether the word “liberty” in the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause encompasses a woman’s decision to terminate a pregnancy?

The dominant view has long treated interpretation as a process dominated by reason. Under this view, rational inference, precedent, and logic provide the ideal model for constructing constitutional meaning.

---
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pert judgment in determining what the Constitution means. And for expertise in rational judgment, we turn to judges.

Regardless of whether emotion is seen as a constructive or destructive force, emotion is an inevitable, and often controlling, dynamic in the way that individuals interpret the Constitution. Rather than following a rational process of logical inference, their interpretive faculties are guided by emotion and intuition. Thus, to the extent that (1) constitutional meaning is constructed by a mix of judicial and non-judicial actors, or (2) judicial decision making mirrors the way lay people make decisions about constitutional meaning, emotion is an inevitable element in the way society determines the content and meaning of constitutional commitments.

1. Emotions and Constitutional Attitudes

In considering how individuals perceive constitutional commitments, there is one overriding reality: most individuals confront constitutional commitments with extremely limited information about the constitutional text, political institutions like the Supreme Court or the issues themselves. Moreover, in an environment where attention to politics is in short supply, constitutionally significant issues like abortion, same-sex marriage, and flag burning are fairly low on the public's list of priorities.

As a result, members of the public often have little incentive to seek out additional information about the issues that obsessively occupy constitutional scholars. Moreover, the emotionally charged nature of many issues may cause the public to avoid engaging in
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deliberation or debate about these issues out of a widespread distaste for public conflict and concern over violating social norms. 231

Yet, even in a conflict-averse environment of limited interest, information, and engagement, individuals develop attitudes toward particular people, events, and political issues. 232 Attitudes are "the positive or negative judgment of an attitude object (i.e., the entity about which one bears an attitude)." 233 Attitudinal responses are divided into three different categories: affective, cognitive, and behavioral. 234 The affective component consists of the emotions and feelings triggered by the attitude object, the cognitive component corresponds to the "beliefs" elicited, and the behavioral component includes the actions or predispositions to act toward the attitude object. 235

The notion that attitudes have affective and cognitive components finds reinforcement in dual-process theory. 236 The dual-process theory refers to models of human psychology that posit the existence of two simultaneous, and often interdependent, operating systems that help people define their relationship to the world around them and assist their brains in processing information. 237
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The first system, referred to as the rational, cognitive, or cool system, operates in the realm of beliefs—a set of true-false inferences that involve associations between an object and another concept. For example, upon confronting a chocolate sundae, individuals associate "sundae" with the concept of "has calories." This system operates primarily in the realm of conscious thought and is seen as "emotionally neutral, contemplative, . . . slow, episodic, and strategic."

The second system, referred to as associative emotional, experiential, or hot, operates in the realm of feelings—a set of messages that define whether individuals want to approach or avoid a particular object. It is primarily intuitive, often unconscious, and focused on gut reactions. This system operates to help evaluate both the direction of attitudes—the "how do I feel about it question," or as social psychologists put it, valence—and the level of strength or intensity associated with a given attitude.

While the brain relies on these two parallel systems to process information, the two systems do not necessarily operate on the same timeline. The brain is constructed in ways that give emotional reactions an advantage over cognitive processing, a probable effect of the emotional system's evolutionary function of enabling quick and efficient fight-or-flight decision making. As Joseph LeDoux notes, information transmitted through neural pathways that control intuitive response arrives faster than information processed through cognitive pathways. This intuitive reaction, in turn, affects the way people receive information through the slower cognitive system. As a result, people often
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react before they have time to think, and their thoughts are colored by their affective reactions to particular stimuli, including political issues and leaders.\footnote{247}

Not surprisingly, "affective processes predominate" in the formation of individual attitudes, particularly when compared with cognition.\footnote{248} For example, the affective reactions people have to political candidates or particular social policies more strongly predict how they ultimately evaluate those candidates and policies than their cognitive reactions.\footnote{249} In a comprehensive survey of the literature, Jack Glaser and Peter Salovey conclude that "[a]ffective reactions play a major, if not the dominant role in candidate selection."\footnote{250}

Feelings function as an important source of information in evaluating an attitude object. As a result, citizens will often consult their emotional reactions toward a particular candidate when assessing the candidate's overall desirability as a potential leader. In a landmark 1982 study, the results of which have been consistently upheld in the years since, Robert Abelson and his colleagues concluded that the emotions voters have toward particular candidates, like happiness or anger, better predict actual voting behavior than opinions about the candidates' honesty or competence.\footnote{251} For these reasons, psychologist and political consultant Drew Westen attributes much of the Democratic Party's pre-Obama political difficulties to a systemic "undervaluation of emotion," and urges candidates to adopt a renewed strategic focus on "clear, emotionally compelling appeals."\footnote{252}
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\footnote{248. Fiske, supra note 233, at 225; see also Linda A. Jackson et al., Cognition, Affect, and Behavior in the Prediction of Group Attitudes, 22 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. BULL. 306, 313–14 (1996); Howard Lavine et al., On the Primacy of Affect in the Determination of Attitudes and Behavior: The Moderating Role of Affective-Cognitive Ambivalence, 34 J. OF EXPERIMENTAL SOC. PSYCHOL. 398, 398 (1998) (finding that affect exerted a stronger influence on political attitudes in situations where the affective and cognitive components of attitude conflict).}
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Emotion's influence is particularly strong in situations where individuals have limited information upon which to form beliefs or allocate limited attention to the choice at hand. This makes the emotions triggered by a given object more like to shape individual attitudes toward that object. In other words, while people may not know or have enough information to determine what they think about a given issue, almost everyone has a feeling about it.

But emotion's interpretive influence may not be limited to the ignorant or apathetic. In a recent study, political scientist Ted Brader challenged the conventional wisdom that only less sophisticated citizens are driven by emotion. Brader conducted an experiment that exposed citizens with varying levels of political knowledge to political advertisements designed to trigger enthusiasm or fear in the viewer. He concluded, on balance, that politically sophisticated citizens who saw politics as relevant were more responsive to, and influenced by, emotional cues. Hence, even politically knowledgeable citizens who show relatively high interest in politics are subject to emotion's influence over their attitudes.

As with attitudes toward political candidates, emotion plays a critical role in attitude development for a range of constitutionally salient issues. In a 1998 study, Geoffrey Haddock and Mark Zanna sought to explore the underlying structure of attitudes to-
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ward the death penalty, with specific attention to the roles that affect and cognition play in predicting attitudes.\textsuperscript{259} They concluded that emotional responses were "predictive of attitudes," and that affect plays a critical role in attitude formation around the death penalty.\textsuperscript{260} This conclusion echoes other research suggesting that emotional reactions were better predictors of individual attitudes about sexual morality than rational assessments about the harmfulness of the conduct.\textsuperscript{261} Moreover, emotional responses play a significant role in predicting attitudes toward abortion,\textsuperscript{262} affirmative action,\textsuperscript{263} different social groups,\textsuperscript{264} the Clinton impeachment,\textsuperscript{265} the outcome of \textit{Bush v. Gore},\textsuperscript{266} and the torture at Abu Ghraib prison.\textsuperscript{267} Hence, even under conditions of what Bruce Ackerman calls "normal politics"—periods of widespread detachment and disengagement\textsuperscript{268}—there are still emotions and feelings that actively steer the course of constitutional culture.\textsuperscript{269}

2. Emotions and Moral Judgment

As constitutional scholar Paul Brest once noted, the "most significant issues of public morality are, or once were, or eventually will be, \textit{constitutional issues}."\textsuperscript{270} Indeed, in a society where limited government and equality remain core elements of constitu-
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tional and cultural identity\textsuperscript{271} where religion remains a widespread presence in social life and public discourse, and where the constitutional text frames the relevant law at a high level of abstraction,\textsuperscript{272} a moral element is likely to lurk, explicitly or latently, behind virtually every major constitutional dispute.\textsuperscript{273} It is nearly impossible to discuss the issues at the heart of contemporary constitutional discourse—like abortion, homosexuality, the right to die, or affirmative action—without implicating moral judgment.\textsuperscript{274}

Traditionally, emotion has been seen as destructive to these sorts of moral evaluations and decisions.\textsuperscript{275} Those critical of emotion's role in moral decision making see emotion as partisan—it causes people to "play favorites"—and, therefore, detrimental to the impartial state from which ideal moral judgments should spring.\textsuperscript{276} Others see emotion as arbitrary, arising from factors external to the situation that can flood consciousness and distort judgment.\textsuperscript{277} Finally, some fear emotions automaticity—the intuitive characteristics that lie beyond the realm of voluntary control and defy the deliberate exercise of free will and conscious moral reasoning.\textsuperscript{278}

For many years, academic psychologists echoed and reinforced these concerns in their study of moral judgment. Traditional models of moral development and reasoning focused entirely on cognition and conscious processes and dismissed the potential for emotion to contribute positively to the moral domain.\textsuperscript{279} This school of thought draws its origins from Plato and Immanuel
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Kant, but found its most recent and influential incarnation from Lawrence Kohlberg, a leader in the “cognitive revolution” that overtook psychology in the 1960s.

This rationalist perspective views moral judgment as primarily cognitive in nature. Decisions about morality or ethics involve conscious thinking, can be evaluated from a true-false perspective, and move toward a set of answers that are universal and known. People develop moral competence over time and in stages of cognitive development beginning in childhood. It occurs as individuals cultivate a particular set of aptitudes that assist with moral reasoning—like putting one’s self in another person’s shoes—or by creating environmental circumstances that facilitate moral development. At their highest stage of moral development, individuals can make morally sound decisions that replicate rule-of-law values through invoking “self-chosen ethical principles appealing to logical comprehensiveness, universality, and consistency.”

Today, emotion’s role in moral judgment is undergoing a dramatic rehabilitation. Emotion is increasingly seen as an essential and unavoidable component of moral assessment. More importantly, its presence can, and often does, constructively facilitate the resolution of issues with a moral component. The notion that emotion is indispensable to moral judgment finds support in at least two areas of research: (1) social psychology research on the integration of affective and intuitive forces in moral judgment and (2) neuroscience research isolating portions of the brain associated with emotion processing that are active during moral judgment tasks. First, Kohlberg's rationalist perspective on moral reasoning has come under significant fire from Virginia psychologist Jonathan Haidt, who offers an alternative perspective on...
According to Haidt, moral judgments are made at a sub-conscious level and take the form of gut reactions rather than conscious, deliberative reasoning. These intuitions occur "quickly, effortlessly, and automatically" and contain a normative judgment about whether the conduct or object under evaluation is good or bad. To support his theory, Haidt conducted a set of experiments where he presented participants with different scenarios involving sexual morality. The studies concluded that participants' emotional reactions to the scenarios better predicted their moral attitudes than did a more conscious, cognitive assessment about whether the conduct was actually harmful to anyone.

Conscious, deliberative reasoning plays a role in this model primarily, though not exclusively, to provide a post-hoc rationalization of an intuitive judgment: the emotional dog wagging its rational tail. While Haidt recognizes the potential for sheer logic or private reflection to overcome intuitive judgment, he argues that this rarely happens in practice. Instead, individuals are far more receptive to social persuasion—group moral norms that emerge from friends and others in social interactions where other people exert a moral judgment but do not provide any reasoned persuasion or articulated rationale.

There is also evidence of a relationship between certain emotional capacities, like an ability to discriminate between different feelings or regulate emotions, and the resolution of moral dilemmas. In one study, individuals were presented with the "Asian disease problem," a decision-making scenario involving a choice between a certain outcome or an outcome that involves risk.
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The study concluded that individuals with a higher self-reported ability to regulate emotions were more likely to select the risk-seeking option.\textsuperscript{298} A similar study showed a relationship between the ability to identify different emotions or moods and the choices made when presented with a moral dilemma involving the decision to divorce.\textsuperscript{299} Both studies suggest that moral decision making is sensitive to emotional dynamics and that different emotional capacities influence moral outcomes.\textsuperscript{300}

Second, there is increasing neurobiological evidence that "emotion is a significant driving force in moral judgment."\textsuperscript{301} Neuroscientists have become fairly adept at identifying the regions of the brain involved in certain types of decision making.\textsuperscript{302} They have found significant evidence of increased activity in brain regions associated with emotion when individuals are confronted with certain types of moral judgments.\textsuperscript{303}

In a recent neurobiology study using fMRI data, Joshua Greene and his colleagues measured brain activity in individuals presented with moral and non-moral dilemmas.\textsuperscript{304} They concluded that differences in a person's level of emotional engagement impacted moral judgment.\textsuperscript{305} To support their findings, the experiments concluded that there was a relationship between the choices made and neural activity located in emotional centers of the brain.\textsuperscript{306}

Moreover, in another study, patients with damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex ("VMPC"), a brain region necessary to generate emotions, more likely adopted a utilitarian approach to moral judgment.\textsuperscript{307} The authors of the study attributed this shift
in perspective to the diminished role of "social emotions," like compassion, shame, and guilt, in patients with VMPC damage.\textsuperscript{308} Both studies provide support for a neurobiological connection between emotion and moral judgment.\textsuperscript{309}

D. Dualism and the Link Between Emotion and Reason

The dominant view rigidly separates emotion and reason and places the two forces in tension with one another.\textsuperscript{310} Indeed, one of reason's primary benefits is its ability to allow individuals to discard emotional forces from the decision-making calculus altogether. This dualism informs the American cultural model for judicial behavior, which seeks to minimize emotion's influence and delegitimizes its role in constitutional interpretation.\textsuperscript{311}

To the extent that society views reason as a desirable element in the interpretive process, evidence increasingly shows that emotion is essential to the successful exercise of reason. This evidence calls into question the dominant view's dualistic model, which separates reason from emotion and views emotion as a threat to the exercise of our rational faculties.

From the vantage point of neuroscience, reason and emotion can and do coexist, minimizing concerns over emotion's ability to displace reason. As neuroscientists began to delve deeper into the relationship between brain activity and affective-cognitive response,\textsuperscript{312} they revealed a human decision-making process in which emotion and reason are deeply interrelated, with "certain aspects of the process of emotion and feeling" considered "indispensable for rationality."\textsuperscript{313}

Antonio Damasio's studies of brain-injured patients have been extremely influential in this area. Damasio's work focused on in-
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individuals with injuries to portions of their brain that process emotion. Predictably, these patients experienced a lack of affect and emotional reaction. The patients' reasoning and logical abilities remained perfectly intact, and they performed normally on intelligence tests. Nonetheless, the patients experienced severe impairments in their ability to make basic decisions, categorize, or engage in long-term planning.

Individuals rely on subjective affective responses to prioritize among, or direct their attention to, particular attributes of competing stimuli, provide valuable information and integrate that information into attitude formation, judgment, and decision making. Indeed, an individual's feelings deeply impact the process by which that person will assess risk, determine causality and assign value to outcomes, all components of traditional rational analysis. Reason, in turn, often operates to control emotional reaction. Efforts to reframe a problem, intellectualize an emotionally volatile situation, or reappraise emotionally disturbing phenomena are all cognition-driven efforts to alter, minimize, or regulate emotional response. All of this suggests that "emotion is part of rationality itself, and that the two are intimately intertwined and interconnected processes."
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E. *Emotion and Constitutional Commitment*

To sum up thus far, constitutional governance facilitates commitment over time, and with it, the substantial benefits associated with individual and collective consistency. Emotion, decried by the framers for its potential to destabilize, operates instead as a vital stabilizing force that enables prior commitments to survive and thrive. In particular, emotion facilitates habitual behavior, helps monitor adherence to commitments through enthusiasm and anxiety, and stabilizes individual behavior and political preferences within a large and heterogeneous constitutional culture. Further, emotion is a critical influence on the interpretation of existing constitutional commitments, as well as the exercise of reason and rationality.

IV. *IMAGINATION*

As with commitment, emotion is indispensable to imagination. In particular, emotion (1) identifies which commitments to revisit through the processes of attention, appraisal, and assessment; (2) facilitates a change in attitude towards prior commitments as a result of anxiety; and (3) enables social movements to initiate a process of commitment revision and renewal through action tendencies associated with particular emotions.

A. *Attention, Appraisal, and Assessment*

Imagination encourages individuals to revisit and reconsider prior commitments in light of other commitments, changed circumstances, or new information. Despite its potential to distract, emotion enables individuals to focus on which commitments to revisit through three processes that are critical to human functioning: attention, appraisal, and assessment.

First, emotion grabs and focuses attention. In a political and social environment with multiple stimuli, it is impossible to focus on everything at once. Emotion helps focus cognitive faculties on
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areas of personal importance and public concern and sends a warning signal to revisit prior choices. As emotion theorist Ronald de Sousa points out, "No logic determines salience: what to notice, what to attend to, what to inquire about." It is an emotional reaction—often intuitive and lurking beneath consciousness—that operates as a tractor beam for cognitive efforts and helps to "facilitate efficient judgment and decision making."

Moreover, emotion assists decision making by focusing attention on a limited range of potentially available alternatives. Damasio argues that the human brain attaches a "somatic marker" to certain potential outcomes, which often takes the form of a gut reaction to a particular choice. These markers are often emotional in nature and assist individuals in making efficient choices by sending emotional signals that quickly constrain the range of available alternatives. This, in turn, allows individuals to focus cognitive faculties on the limited range of options most closely related to the individuals' overall goal(s).

Emotion also focuses people's attention on particular aspects of stimuli that initiate behavioral evolution and change. Empathy, for example, focuses people's attention on the possibility of distress and can facilitate cooperative and helping behavior. Enthusiasm increases attention to political campaigns and sets in motion the desire to get actively involved in the democratic process.
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Second, emotion is also critical to appraisal—the process by which meaning is assigned to an event based upon the event’s relationship to an individual’s overall goals and well-being. When individuals decide to change an existing commitment, they must first appraise how other existing commitments, and how any potential new commitments, align with their personal and collective goals. Emotions convey information about the things an individual values; sadness and anger, for example, are usually connected to something one cares about. As a result, the presence and strength of different emotions enable individuals to gauge the effectiveness of existing commitments and prioritize among competing commitments and values, a necessary task in virtually every constitutional conflict. People often look to their feelings to find out what they care about most and to provide information about whether a proposed commitment will satisfy or fail to satisfy a particular goal.

Third, imagination demands that individuals assess the emotional outcomes produced by potential changes. Here too, emotion drives the process by which individuals envision and evaluate the future. Most importantly, people make choices based on how they think they will feel once a given decision is made. In the words of psychologist Daniel Gilbert, the brain allows individuals to “pre-feel events.” People simulate future events in their imaginations and evaluate their emotional reactions to imagined futures. This process allows individuals to predict their future emotions with greater accuracy and to make choices to maximize future satisfaction.

This “affective forecasting” process is, to some degree, flawed. People unconsciously supply and omit relevant information in systematic and predictable ways that distort their predictive powers. In other words, they rely too much on their feel-
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ings about the present in assessing their future feelings and fail to fully account for their emotional adaptability to changed circumstances.345

Despite these predictive errors, emotion, from a purely descriptive perspective, helps quantify the expected utility associated with particular options for change. When people imagine the future, they do not simply contemplate rational, bottom-line outcomes. Instead, they engage in a complex, predictive process that focuses on how their emotional state will change in response to different outcomes. Then, they make choices based upon that predictive assessment.

B. Anxiety and Attitude Change

Emotion offers the potential for intransigence and self-involvement. Emotional states sometimes make it difficult for individuals to listen to alternative perspectives and obtain the benefits associated with reasoned deliberation and introspection.346 As a result, people may not recognize situations where commitments might prove destructive to their long-term self-interest, or adapt to changing circumstances.347 Significant empirical evidence supports the proposition that strongly held attitudes are difficult to change and often go hand-in-hand with strong emotions.348

From this vantage point, emotion may also facilitate attitudes within constitutional culture, like intolerance, that are seemingly immune to reasoned argument and destructive to the survival of heterogeneous democratic societies.349 In particular, intolerance stems from perceptions that a particular group represents a
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threat to an individual or that individual's group.350 These threat perceptions are often driven by emotions like anger and fear that can cause individuals to overestimate the actual threat or remain stubborn in the face of information about the actual nature of the threat.351

Yet this is only part of the story. While emotion may facilitate intransigence,352 intolerance,353 and self-involvement,354 it is also critical to the process of attitude change. Emotion enables individuals to break from the limitations presented by consistency and habit when circumstances warrant. For example, political scientists commonly accept that most voters operate according to habitual patterns and without much information about a given candidate's policy positions.355 Absent a reason to break from routine, voter behavior is best predicted by a set of partisan affiliations that form early in life, along with an assessment of the likeability of the candidate.356 Thus, for the most part, reasoned, well-informed, independent assessments of a candidate's policy positions simply do not take place.

However, as political scientist George Marcus has shown, anxiety is critical in causing individuals to depart from prior habits and facilitating conscious deliberation.357 Absent anxiety, individual political behavior is dominated by prior commitment and habit.358 But when voters operate under conditions of anxiety, something strange happens—they become more attentive to the actual positions taken by candidates, actively seek out new information, and show a willingness to act based on the new information they obtain.359 In short, they behave as rational actors and are willing to reassess the wisdom of prior commitments and habits, but only under conditions triggered by an emotional re-
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response. Hence, fear and anxiety help "to pry open the door to attitude change and unexpected choices." 

Certain emotions also enable impartiality, a critical contextual tool to breaking habitual patterns. As political theorist Sharon Krause points out, impartiality involves perspective taking—the ability to see the world through someone else's eyes. This sort of imagination requires emotion: the empathy needed to adopt another's perspective and the emotional sensitivity required to understand the pain of discrimination or the pleasure of integration within a community.

C. Emotion and Constitutional Innovation

Changes to a constitutional system, both within and outside the constraints of Article V, require the intersection of imagination and the necessary energy and resources for sustained political action. The passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court's decision to overrule Plessy v. Ferguson, and the path of the Court's abortion jurisprudence since Roe v. Wade—to name just a few critical moments of constitutional change—all aligned with the rise of social and political movements. Emotion fuels these social movements and is necessary to sustain individual and collective desire for public action. Absent the presence
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of emotion, constitutional communities will fall victim to "apathy, immobility, and ultimately, disintegration." 368

Emotions are associated with particular action tendencies. 369 Fear, for example, creates a tendency to engage in "fight or flight" behavior; 370 love initiates behaviors that nurture. 371 These action tendencies associated with particular emotions motivate individuals to become involved in public life, 372 to instigate moral action, 373 to engage in acts of altruism, 374 and most importantly, to change the status quo. 375 For example, compassion, triggered by people's perception of suffering, changes the way they see their relationships with other people and enables altruistic behavior. 376 Shame, guilt, and pride motivate or deter social action, 377 and emotional benefits associated with collective identity help form the glue that holds social movements together. 378

In particular, one emotion—hope—is absolutely critical to imagination and action within a constitutional system. As Professors Kathryn Abrams and Hila Keren point out, hope is deeply connected to an ongoing sense of the law's potential and possibility. 379 It provides individuals and social movements with the persistence, resourcefulness, and courage necessary to bring about
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the transformation of long-held commitments. Conversely, in the absence of hope, imagination becomes impossible. Not surprisingly, then, dictatorial and oppressive legal regimes often employ significant resources to eliminate hope within a population as a means for maintaining power.

The link between emotion and action also plays a critical role in shifting strategy and tactics within constitutional culture. For example, the social mobilization and activism that followed the Supreme Court's decision in *Bowers v. Hardwick*—and led to its overruling sixteen years later—can be explained, in part, as a shift from an emotional discourse within the gay community that centered around shame to one focused on pride.

**D. Emotion and Imagination**

Just as emotions enable commitment to take hold, they also enable individuals to look at their commitments with new and more discerning eyes. Through attention, appraisal, and assessment; anxiety; and action tendencies, emotions steer the imaginative process and fuel the action necessary to revise prior commitments and imagine new ones.

**V. EMOTION AND CONSTITUTIONAL CULTURE**

For too long, the dominant view has impaired our ability to test core assumptions about human behavior that informed America’s constitutional design. The result has been a disconnect between a theoretical framework that views emotion as destructive to constitutional governance and the actual social practice of constitutionalism, where emotion advances core constitutional objectives of consistency and innovation. Now, in light of recent developments in affective science and political psychology, we are in a position to draw some conclusions about the actual role emotion plays within constitutional culture, and to tighten the link between theory and practice.

---
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First, emotion is an unavoidable force in constitutional law-making—it is simply too central to commitment making, interpretation, moral judgment, and attitude change to be systematically dismissed or ignored. If the subject matter of recent Harvard Law Review forewords are any indication, the central descriptive inquiry in contemporary constitutional theory is the relationship between “popular conceptions of constitutional law” and the Court. Emotion is a vital part of this developing story, particularly in an environment where low levels of political knowledge and interest inhibit meaningful cognitive input. Indeed, emotional responses may more accurately predict popular interpretive preferences than indicia of public support for reason-based arguments.

Second, contrary to the dominant view, emotion can play a positive role in constitutional culture. This is not to say that emotion’s impact is always positive. Indeed, constitutional systems can and do serve to minimize emotion’s capacity to distort decision making in ways that undermine constitutional values. But emotional influences aren’t entirely negative, and emotion enables behavior that allows constitutional commitments to develop, thrive, and evolve. As a result, theorists should question their tendency to discount automatically emotional perspectives within constitutional debate. Among other things, emotions contain important information about larger value commitments and serve as a mechanism for preserving those value commitments in a dynamic and changing environment.

Third, emotion performs a valuable stabilizing function within constitutional culture. Its connection to habitual behavior allows written commitments to manifest themselves in social practices, and its relationship to partisanship helps to create stable political alignments that allow for a measure of predictability within a large and diverse political system. Emotion is also critical to the maintenance of communal structures—like families—that are instrumental in reinforcing commitments across generations.

Fourth, emotion enables constitutional innovation and change. It helps spur social movement action, facilitate individuals’ abili-
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ty to prioritize among competing concerns, provide important information as they assess alternative options, and—through anxiety—allows them to break from existing habits.

Fifth, developments in affective science have the potential to advance ongoing descriptive and normative inquiries in constitutional theory. This article’s goal is fairly modest: to demonstrate the centrality of emotion to core behaviors within constitutional systems and to argue that emotion brings positive elements to constitutional culture.

But the impact of these realizations is potentially much larger. In a number of areas, a revised conception of emotion may alter the way people think about constitutional law and theory.

A. Popular Constitutionalism and Judicial Supremacy

Over the past several years, constitutional scholars have once again questioned whether constitutional interpretation is the exclusive province of the judiciary and the extent to which interpretation by ordinary citizens, or their elected representatives, is desirable. In this debate over interpretive supremacy, a professionally trained judiciary has always had predictability and stability on its side, particularly when contrasted with an emotional public. The overriding concern is that citizens’ reliance on emotion can lead to interpretive choices that are either erratic or discount long-term constitutional values to satisfy short-term desires.

On one level, this characterization is correct. Citizens are likely to place great reliance upon emotion and intuition in their efforts to figure out what the Constitution means. And because they may not have a lot of information about the Constitution to work with, they will likely rely on emotion and intuition to compensate.

But citizens’ reliance on emotion may actually enhance their interpretive capacity. Emotion will help stabilize interpretation over time by integrating preferences into habit and by providing a mechanism for implanting those values across generations. More-
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over, it is only under certain emotional contexts that citizens' more rational faculties take hold and cause them to revisit past commitments and assumptions.

In addition, the emotional attachment to the Constitution as a symbol, like the Bible, will temper more extreme interpretations of constitutional meaning. While many Americans remain ill-informed about the Constitution's specific content, they have an emotional bond with the document that sustains its legitimacy and lasting integrity. These symbolic emotional ties may help explain why, for example, so many Americans oppose same-sex marriage but are reluctant to support a formal amendment that would elevate their policy preferences into a national precommitment.388

As a result, if the primary concern behind the capacity of ordinary citizens to make constitutional judgments is their susceptibility to the erratic and immediate pull of emotional forces, that danger may be far less extreme than the dominant view suggests. Indeed, if emotion helps stabilize popular interpretive preferences, members of the public may have a far greater capacity for interpretive consistency than previously believed.

B. The Court and Public Opinion

Along with potentially enhancing interpretive capacity, emotion may also operate as a limitation on the Court's influence over the public. Constitutional scholars have long been skeptical of the Court's ability to initiate meaningful social change.389 Some of the research on the sources of attitudes and the causes of attitude change helps explain why.

Most notably, the basis for a particular attitude impacts an individual's capacity for attitude change. Affect-based attitudes—attitudes formed when affective reaction precedes conscious thought—are more susceptible to persuasive efforts that appeal
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to emotion rather than cognitive capacities.\textsuperscript{390} Further, affect-based attitudes are held with greater confidence than attitudes based in cognition.\textsuperscript{391}

This suggests that the very nature of legal reasoning may inhibit the Court's ability to engage public opinion in ways that matter. If large swaths of the public engage in constitutional discourse from an emotional perspective, the Court's reason-based interpretive methodology is unlikely to impact popular attitudes about constitutional law.\textsuperscript{392} This presents a critical challenge to those who see the Court as educating the public,\textsuperscript{393} as well as to those who envision the Court as engaged in active dialogue and negotiation with the American people.\textsuperscript{394}

It also suggests that there may be benefits to greater emotional transparency in judicial opinions. If the public speaks a language that responds to emotional content more strongly than analytical reasoning, the presence of emotional appeals in judicial decisions may enhance public support for the Court's actions.

C. Constitutional Amendment

Another area for inquiry is the continued normative effort to define the optimal level of constitutional tension between commitment and imagination. Article V has taken its share of lumps from constitutional scholars for the difficulty it places on formally amending the Constitution through its supermajority requirements at both the proposal and ratification stages.\textsuperscript{395} At present,
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Article V sets a threshold for amendment that is significantly higher than virtually any other constitution currently in existence.\textsuperscript{396}

If the intent behind the high threshold is to minimize the destructive impact of emotion on constitutional lawmaking—as the framers' theory of human behavior suggests—the underlying concerns behind their intent seem increasingly misguided. In a world where reason and emotion coexist in decision making, where emotion operates as a stabilizing force in constitutional culture, and where emotion carries with it important information about moral intuition and public values, there may be good reason to allow ordinary people greater access to the mechanisms for formal constitutional change. If emotion can stabilize attitudes towards constitutionally salient issues, a more permissive amendment process may be less unpredictable, unruly, and unreliable than the framers believed.

D. Institutional Design

Constitutional theorists have been actively searching for a set of conditions that would best facilitate sound public decision making. These solutions have typically centered around mechanistic, deliberative structures, like Bruce Ackerman's proposal to set aside a "Deliberation Day" to enable higher-quality public participation in political life.\textsuperscript{397} Emotion research has the potential to impact these solutions, suggesting that greater attention should be paid to the optimal emotional context for public decision making or the cultivation of particular emotions when making decisions, rather than a continued focus on increased deliberation and the cultivation of cognitive reasoning processes.

For example, intolerance is tied to perceptions that members of a given group present a threat. When individuals hold strong intolerant attitudes—attitudes deemed particularly dangerous to the future of heterogeneous democratic societies—those attitudes are more likely to shift under persuasive methods that provide emotional reassurance against the threat, rather than under the cognitive acquisition of facts suggesting that the target of the in-
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tolerant attitude does not present a realistic threat. If citizens view intolerance as damaging to constitutional systems, it may be wise to focus reform efforts on developing democratic institutions that provide this emotional reassurance rather than deliberative processes that implicitly denigrate emotion and idealize reasoned argument and logical inference.

VI. CONCLUSION

Constitutional theory is behind. While theorists in economics, psychology, and biology use new realizations about human behavior to challenge long-held theoretical assumptions, constitutional theory has remained largely stagnant in its efforts to match theory to developing understandings of human behavior. The dominant view's continued prevalence within constitutional theory has obscured America's ability to see how emotion advances constitutional objectives, and America has failed to design institutions that could exploit emotion's positive effects and advance those objectives even further.

Despite America's current failure, we can do better. The central task for the next generation of constitutional theorists is to make constitutional theory relevant by aligning it with what we know about human and institutional behavior. This requires developing new areas of expertise, collaborating across disciplines, and letting go of broad generalizations about human behavior that have defined the course of constitutional theory for several generations of scholars. Theory—on either a descriptive or normative plane—must stay tied to practice to maintain its relevance. As affective science begins to revolutionize the way we think about human behavior, it is incumbent upon constitutional theory to realign and respond.
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